The Assembly of God Church Mission celebrated Christmas at Netaji Indoor Stadium with the theme ‘Joy To The World’. Principal Victor Singh said, “Our church has worship in eight languages such as Bengali, English, Hindi, Nepali, Odia, Tamil, Telugu and Malayalam.”

A special move

Persons with disabilities, in association with Press Club, have created a 40th New Year grating card to celebrate a bill on reservation of cerebral palsy, autism and other disabilities that was recently passed in Rajya Sabha. 
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Discussing gender issues

An international conference on ‘Gender Mainstreaming and Cultural Rights’ was held at ArtsAcres in collaboration with the International Institute for the Inclusive Museum (IIMI), Australia and University of Caltutta, which was attended by Dr. Dwawan, director of ArtsAcres Foundation, said, “Gender mainstreaming is a vehicle for achieving gender equality.” Prof. Amarswar Galliam of IIMI said gender equality is a measurable outcome while gender mainstreaming is the process for aspiring and working towards that outcome. Delegates from all over India and eight countries participated in the conference.

All Bengal Bird Lovers’ Organization had an exotic bird show at College Square

A national law festival, ‘Anweshan 2016’, was organized by Jharkhand Law School (JLS). The first day of the event saw Governor Keswari Nath Tripathi, additional Solicitor General of India Piyush Anand and JLS president of governors Partha Sarathi Ganguly inaugurating the festival by lighting the lamp. ‘Cyber Law’ was the topic of Anweshan this year. (Contributed by Sondatta Bhais, Sabho Nyoji, Athina Phillips & Ajanta Chakraborty, Compiled by Shonuak Ghosal)

Rama Krishna Mission Yougodyan Math were present during the making of the card.

School celebration

Indus Valley World School celebrated Christmas with 110 unique greetings cards by students of Joyeet Das Memorial School, a special school catering to the marginalized children of the city. Students and teachers, decked up as Santa Claus, presented gifts to the children. “Being a responsible institution, it is our endeavour to spread smiles among all. Such initiatives also help in the character-development of the students”, said Joseph Mathew, Principal, Indus Valley World School.

Musical extravaganza

The 30th Sangal Kala Mandir Utsav was held in Kolkata earlier this week. Began Purvonee Sultana, legendary Hindustani singer, presented several songs clicked by Kusha Ray, Jayati Saha and Jay K Roy Chowdhury.

Debasish Kumar, chess grandmaster Dibyendu Barua and Swami Viragandha Maharat of Ramakrishna Mission Yoogodyan Math were present during the making of the card.

National school intensive

The Newtown School hosted the first-of-its-kind event in Kolkata, ‘Spice Macy: National School Intensive 2016’ in the presence of Prerna Sinha, an award-winning violinist of the Subramaniyam family, along with acclaimed Indian classical dancer Suja Mohipa and secretar}
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